Company Profile

Excellence...
The Guiding Principle Behind all our Endeavors

We are The Leading Manufacturer, Suppliers & Exporters in India to make almost all kind of Textile Weaving New & Old Machine, Weaving & Spinning Machine Spares. The Star Brand is a recognized name in the textile Weaving & Spinning Industries as India's prime promoters of textile weaving & spinning replacement spares and accessories to the global market. Company with many years of experience in Design, Development, Manufacturing, Sourcing, Vendor development, Quality Control Inspection and Logistic for textile engineering precision components to many countries around the world.

We are global Compatible:
Price Competitive, Effective after Sales Service, Stringent Quality Noms, Manufacturing Performance Repeatability and Reliability, Customer Focused, Strict Adherence to Upgradation, Delivery schedule and Logistics & Environment Safety.

Sound Workshop Equipped with latest CNC machines and other kinds of state of art machines tools supported with quality control inspection equipment, well educated engineers and skilled technical man power.
We manufacture and supply a vast array of Weaving Accessories.
Our range includes

**Dropper, Reeds** and **Heddles**

### Dropper

We offer Droppers that are manufactured using quality hardened and tempered spring steel strip and STAR BRAND (stainless steel), ensuring greater durability. These are provided with electro plating which helps to protect against rust. In addition, our Droppers are available in the following finishes:

- Nickel plated finish
- Zinc plated finish
- Stainless Steel

### Heddles

We offer Heddles that are manufactured using quality stainless steel. These are designed to withstand speed, wear, abrasion, vibration and stress of various weaving machines. Ensuring lesser break downs, these are demanded for features like longevity, finer quality, and reduced energy consumption. These are available at market leading prices.

**Specifications:**

- Manufactured from high carbon hardened and tempered steel & stainless steel (STAR BRAND).
- Highly polished surface edges and eyelet.
- Available in Nickel plated finish and Zinc plated finish.
  
  [i] C - shaped for heald carrying rods [22 x 1.6] mm.
  [ii] J - shaped corrugated for heald carrying rods [16x2.1] mm.
  [iii] 0 - shaped corrugated for heald carrying rods [9x1.5] mm.
- Thread Eye : open to the right[R], turned, 5 mm. above centre or in centre.
- **Heavy Duty Healds:**
  
  [i] Manufactured on request for very coarse warp yarns like tyre cord, jute, etc.
  [ii] Longer healds upto 520 mm. available for velvet looms.
Healds For Narrow Fabric Looms

Specifications:
- Manufactured from hardened and tempered steel & stainless steel (STAR BRAND).
- Highly polished surface edges and eyelet.
- Available in Nickel plated finish and Zink plated finish.

Thread Eye: Open to the right (R), turned 5 mm. above centre or in centre.

REEDS
ALL METAL REEDS for all Modern Hightech Weaving Machines Like High Speed Shuttle Looms, Rapier Looms, Terry Towel Looms, Shuttleless Projectile Looms, Waterjet Looms, Airjet Looms, Narrow Fabric Looms, Circular Looms Etc.

ALL METAL REEDS for Weaving Preparatory Section For Conventional Warping Machines, Sectional Warping Machines, Direct Warper Machines And Sizing Machines.

ALL METAL REED
These reeds are bind of binding wire (M.S., S.S. & Copper) & solder. All Metal Reeds are also known as "steel reeds". We have all types of standard sizes applicable for Handloom, Powerloom, Cimmco Auto loom, Icon loom, Ruti-b loom. We have also a ready stock for it. We can able to make any kind of technical changes in the reed as per the requirement of the customer for different purposes i.e. change in air space, change in wire that means M.S. wire, S.S. wire & C.S. wire, double binding, solder percentage (we use regularly 12% of solder which is 5% extra than compare to the other reeds due to that our reeds have a heavy duty with long life and other requirements.
We are also manufacturing below spare

- Ring Temple
- Knotter Blade
- Ring Travellers
- Rubber Fillet
- Lappet
- Bobbin
- Needle loom beam
- Polyester Tape
- P.P. Tape
- Cotton Niwar
It gives us great pleasure to introduce ourselves as being one of the leading manufacturers, suppliers, and stockists of ceramic thread guides.

Our parts are suitable for all types of textile machines.

We can supply you the best quality parts at more economical rates and ready stock delivery.

We also supply these parts to leading textile machine manufacturers.

We are manufacturing thread guides used in directing and positioning of the fibre and yarn during production and processing. We offer guides in alumina contents from 92% to 99.6%, titanium dioxide, zirconia. Surface finished of our guides range between 0.2 micrometer to 1.6 micrometer.
We are also dealing in New & Second Hand Needle loom Machine

We are Manufacturing Needle loom Machine's Spare Parts

- Weft Needle
- Shedding Lever
- Chain Link
- Weft Feeding Disk
- Dropper
- Weft Gear
- Reed
- Flat Heald
We are exporting our machinery and spare parts in below countries.

Canada
Spain
Colombia
Italy
United Kingdom
Switzerland
South Africa
Turkey

United State
Portugal
Thailand
Bangladesh
Srilanka
Egypt
eetc.
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